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Abstract. In this multi-case study we report the findings from three software projects conducted with SCRUM agile development framework. Each project took approximately a little less than a year to design, develop and test before launch to the user groups. All project vendors utilized SCRUM framework customized to suit their processes, and included customer as a participant in the overall process. Due to this fact, this study focuses on the role of the customer in daily life of an agile project. The findings show what is actually required from the customer – especially when the sprint length is only one week and the development process is very time-intensive. Although a one week sprint cycle can lead to improved efficiency it required a full time worker from the customer side and it burdened also developers. Based on our observations, as the developer teams and customer were located in various places around Europe, smooth communication was a key for success. In all cases the asynchronous communication tools such Slack were highly praised, although also direct communications were used to handle more complex issues. According to our findings, these agile projects did not have significant issues caused by the online communication being the preferred way of communication. All of the cases had difficulties in fitting the agile project to the fixed budget, but with good collaboration, partnership and trust alleviated most of these problems.
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1 Introduction

Software engineering fundamentals are not very swift to change. For example, the nowadays commonly used agile methods such as eXtreme Programming (XP) and Scrum, are already more than twenty years old [15]. Even the agile manifesto itself is turning twenty in two years [2], and it more or less codifies software process expertise, which was already known fifty years ago [15]. Agile software engineering methods have been studied from various perspectives; yet, the role and especially the requirements set for the customer in an agile software project requires deeper understanding since there seems to be only few works where this issue is even mentioned [22, 16].
The agile manifesto itself states how interaction and customer collaboration are important parts of software development [2]. How the actual software design, development and testing lifecycle is then carried out depends on case and study. The reported issues are different whether the research concentrates on customer side, developer side or both (e.g. [16, 20]). To get more in-depth understanding of the customer problems and issues with the communication between customer and the vendor, in this study it was decided to get interview data from both sides to see how the role of customer is formed. On the software process aspects, it was interesting to understand what does the customer actually do or understand, and how they relate themselves to the rest of the development team. Based on earlier work, we had an understanding that the most common ways of customer participation was on the first stages in definition phases, and on the last stages in acceptance testing [12]. But was this still the case with the agile development practices and if not, how had the adoption of the agile methods in large scale affected this dynamic?

In this work we discuss and analyze this role of customer setting with the following research questions:

1. How do customers consider working in an agile project?
2. What are appropriate communications mechanisms and how effective are they?
3. What do participants from software organizations expect from customers in an agile project?

With these research questions in mind we studied three software projects conducted in 2018 - 2019 and present the results in this article.

The rest of the article contains first related research in Chapter 2, description of research process in Chapter 3, results in Chapter 4 and discussion of findings in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 concludes the study.

2 Related research

The agile world has embraced change happening in the software development [29, 13]. Yet, especially public organizations have preferred fixed pricing when buying software [7]. This has created an equation, which has been described problematic, but also manageable [1, 4]. Agile software development has nevertheless become the new norm [9] in all but the most heavily regulated areas of the industry.

When talking about agile software development one is describing an umbrella term: the agile world consists of many different process models, frameworks and development strategies which may vary to a large degree from each other [2]. In the beginning of this millenia eXtreme programming (XP) was discussed a lot in industry and also in academia, but the shift has then been towards scrum, albeit the continuous development models lean heavily on the principles first introduced with the XP approaches [10].

In general, XP and the Continuous models are strongly related to the actual software-in-development while SCRUM or Dynamic System Development Model
Agile methods have been studied from various points of view; Google scholar return hundreds of results when searching for agile method in title. In their systematic literature review Dybå and Dingsøyr identified 36 articles discussing empirical studies of agile software development [3], but only handful of those focused on participation of customer and collaboration. There are studies discussing agile methods and user centric design [24] and the role of user stories [23]. And it has been discussed how daily communication with the customer and the vendor reduces overruns [22, 17]. Martin et al. [20] discusses how important the role of the customer is in XP project. The role of the customer includes not only to provide user stories and acceptance testing, but also communication to external stakeholders and keeping the trust between the vendor and the funder; the customer is the glue keeping the project together. The overall communication, collaboration and coordination is important and it has been even discussed how these elements ensure quality and productivity in an agile project [21, 11]. Also Korkala et al. [14] present their findings on how lesser communication with customer reflects on the higher defect rates. They embrace face-to-face communication but also accept online video collaboration when participants are remote.

Sprint length in SCRUM development is usually 2-6 weeks [6, 28] and conventionally it has been preferred that development teams are physically in the same place [13]. However, this has changed with the improved Internet connections and online communication and collaboration tools [26], to the point where it has been reported how distributed teams can be as productive as collocated teams [27].

3 Research process

This study is a multi-case study and it follows the frameworks and principles presented by Gable [8] and Eisenhardt [5]. We followed seven steps: defining the strategy, reviewing the literature, developing the case study protocol, conducting a pilot case study, conducting a multiple case study, developing a conceptual model and interpreting the findings.

The research questions, presented in section one, determine the overall strategy. Section two illustrates the related literature. The case study was based on two interview rounds where the first one was conducted with the customer representatives and the second one with the vendor representatives. Data was collected through interview rounds where the first author interviewed customer and vendor representatives and the second author validated the interview questions and interview recordings. The case organizations were selected from the pool of professional contacts, which were working with a software project utilizing an agile method. The aim was to interview the project managers and leaders – the persons who worked most for the project – from customer side
and the main architect and/or project manager from the vendor side. Typically one interview lasted for one hour, and included approximately ten semistructured questions, with subquestions, which allowed also open discussions. Key information of interviewees is presented in Table 1.

Table 1. Information on the interviewed persons

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case A</th>
<th>Case B</th>
<th>Case C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customer product owner **</td>
<td>Customer product owner A ***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer secondary product owner **</td>
<td>Customer secondary product owner B, head of content *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor chief architect ***</td>
<td>Vendor chief architect ***</td>
<td>Vendor project manager ***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the projects had person dedicated to the project and responsible for budgeting, reporting and taking care of running the project from the customer side, this is called product owner. Secondary product owner is the person who helps the most and work as a product owner when the real product owner is not present (e.g. on holidays). The product owner of Case C was changed during the project. Asterisks illustrate how extensive project work experience that person had (* = none, ** = some, *** = extensive).

3.1 Description of the cases

This study discussed three cases. The customer organization built three systems almost simultaneously. Cases A and B were developed by Vendor 1 and Case C was delivered by Vendor 2. Although some of the customer’s people were working on all of the case projects the projects also had their dedicated product owners from the customer side.

With Case A there was a strict deadline when the system needed to be in production and there was no option to miss the date. With Case B it would have been optimal if the system had been up and running with the same date as Case A, but that deadline was not that crucial. With Case C the schedule was more flexible as the first ideas were to finish the Case C before Case A, but it was also acceptable to postpone the release of Case C after the Case A and that was also the final outcome.

3.2 Details of the cases

Table 2 present the key figures of the cases. The software in Cases A and B were bought from the Vendor 1 and Case C was delivered by Vendor 2. All the software were browser-based aimed to provide tools to share information and
materials to both users in the organization and to the public, and to integrate to a larger framework utilizing for example Drupal and WordPress. There had been some requirements for analysis and specification with consults before the vendors were selected. The GDPR, data security and system validation requirements of all the observed systems were similar, and generally comparable to each other.

Table 2. Key figures of the case projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Case A</th>
<th>Case B</th>
<th>Case C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vendor</td>
<td>V1</td>
<td>V1</td>
<td>V2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schedule criticalness</td>
<td>Release date cannot be missed, features can be compromised</td>
<td>Both release date and feature richness can be more important</td>
<td>Feature completeness is more important than release date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected number of authenticated users</td>
<td>Hundreds</td>
<td>Tens of thousands</td>
<td>Hundreds</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software development framework</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
<td>Scrum (lean in continuous development)</td>
<td>Scrum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprint length</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>1 week</td>
<td>2 weeks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dailies mandatory for product owner</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer testing</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Weekly</td>
<td>Before the release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software framework</td>
<td>Drupal</td>
<td>Custom React code WordPress + Drupal</td>
<td>Drupal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor team size</td>
<td>ca. 10 persons</td>
<td>ca. 10 persons</td>
<td>ca. 5 persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer team size*</td>
<td>ca. 10 persons</td>
<td>ca. 5 persons</td>
<td>ca. 5 persons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vendor documentation platform</td>
<td>Google Drive</td>
<td>Google Drive</td>
<td>Google Drive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer documentation platform</td>
<td>Wiki, O365</td>
<td>Wiki, O365</td>
<td>Wiki, O365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication tool</td>
<td>Skype for Business, Zoom, Slack</td>
<td>Skype for Business, Zoom, Slack</td>
<td>Google Meet, Slack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tool to handle product related daily tasks</td>
<td>Jira</td>
<td>Jira</td>
<td>Jira</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pricing</td>
<td>Time &amp; material</td>
<td>Fixed price with additions to the budget</td>
<td>Fixed price</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Budget</td>
<td>ca. 1M€</td>
<td>ca. 500k€</td>
<td>ca. 200k€</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estimated project duration (achieved)</td>
<td>7 months (10)</td>
<td>6 months (8)</td>
<td>7 months (10)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Does not include content production team
4 Results

In this section the results are discussed. Overall, we observed seven main aspects which greatly influenced the customer participation and client roles in the software projects. This includes discussion of general frameworks utilized, what tools and documents were used, how communication was carried out, what happened to budget and scheduling and how transparent the project work was. These relations are illustrated in the Fig. 1.
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**Fig. 1.** The most common observed related aspects on the topic "customer participation".

The customer participation was observed to be associated with communication policies, the development framework of the projects and transparency aspects. These aspects were further defined by the applied tools, documents and the general project requirements, especially budgets and schedules, which affected the way the customer participated to the development work. There might be also further underlying aspects, but within our data and our observed projects, these were the the most meaningful influences which affected the roles and types of participation. In the following subsections, we discuss the different aspects separately, and define how they affect the customer participation and working roles.

4.1 Framework

On the general topic of the first research question, the applied process models were investigated to understand how the development work is done in general and how much these approaches demand cooperation and customer participation. The vendor of Cases A and B utilized a scrum framework customized for their organization. The key points of this customization were: estimated 60% workload for a person from customer organization and the utilization of sprint length of one week instead of the de facto two week length.
Although the vendor required only 60% of time to be scheduled for the project, the reality was different. Almost double work was required from the product owner.

"In fact I spend 120% of my time on the project." - product owner of Case A.

"My workload was something between 100 and 120 percent." - product owner of Case B.

Besides the workload, also the meaningfulness of the one week sprint length was questioned. Although it was also considered good when there were more issues to be decided each week. The product owner was also expected to participate dailies five times a week. In the beginning the customer’s role was just to listen, but when everyone got to known each other the customer was also giving feedback.

"The one week sprint length produced a huge load of overhead. It was meetings and planning all the time." - secondary product owner of Case A.

"I think it was a good balance of planning and developing" - product owner of Case B.

The Vendor 1 argued how the one week sprint length had increased their productivity. They had a two week sprint length, but the move to one week had been considered as a good choice. Though it resulted in increased productivity, they had also noted that it required a lot from both developers and customers. It was considered a good choice if the developer could work in a maintenance project for a while after scrum development project had ended. This is an opposite finding when compared to, for example [17], where one month sprint length was used. Still the Vendor 1 considered one week sprints most suitable.

"In one week period we can really be sure what we need to do." - chief architect of Vendor 1.

Vendor 2, which developed the Case C utilized two weeks sprints and did not require customers participation as much as Vendor 1. Dailies were held only internally and no customer participation was required or even offered. Although there was less participation, there were still much to do for customer: sprint meetings, testing, design decisions, to name a few.

Testing was very different between the two vendors. With Vendor 1 the customer tested the new features each sprint week and had to do quite a lot of work with testing. This was also noted in the interviews:

"It looks like I am working in Vendor 1. I am doing their jobs" - product owner of Case B.

It was criticised how the testing responsibility was on the customer side – although this is in line with the findings in [11]. For example all the integrations needed to be verified by the customer and in many cases it was reported how one field here and another there was missing. It created a burden. Vendor 1 also noted this.

"Customer’s role in testing has been too big. It has to be also noted how pedantic customer has been. There has been very little bugs in production." - chief architect of Vendor 1.
With Vendor 2 in Case C the testing workload was smaller and stressed project group merely in the end of release cycle, not on a weekly basis. The philosophies of Vendor 1 and Vendor 2 can be considered quite different, yet they both worked.

4.2 Tools and documents

On more in-depth topic regarding cooperation and work, the communication mechanisms and cooperation-enabling tools were also an area of interest. Fundamentally, all case projects included collaborative work with various documents, such as requirements and customer testing. In all cases the work was done in Google Drive environment. Both customer and vendors were satisfied with these tools. With Case A it was reported that documents were made, but not updated that much during the project. With Cases B and C both customer and vendor reported that all non-temporary documents were kept updated and used during the project.

"All the documents created were really in use, but with meeting memos there were problems when same issues were discussed in various meetings and the results were not consistent" - product owner B of Case C

"All the documentation was in Google Drive and all the documents were linked in Jira. Developer could always go from Jira ticket to up-to-date information found from Google Drive." - project manager of Vendor 2 (Case C).

Both vendors used Atlassian Jira as the issue and bug tracking project management tool. Although some project members from the customer side had never used it before and described it as "spooky" when first seen, the utilization of story and bug reporting in Jira was a success.

4.3 Communication

Besides tools, the methods and volume of communication between the client and developer were assessed, since the communications and exchange of information between organizations is considered one of the key values of agile approaches. Both vendors used Slack online discussing tool as the main communication method. The Vendor 1 used also Zoom and Vendor 2 Google Meet. Also Skype for Business was used, especially internally on the customer side. Both vendors also arranged live meetings. Email was disfavoured although still used occasionally. Especially with Vendor 1 there were several face to face designing sessions before the implementation part that lead to intensive work as partners from the beginning. Although both Case A and Case B had disagreements between the customer and the vendor no conflicts arose. The product owner of Case B felt it good how the work was intensive between the vendor and the customer:

"They have become like colleagues", product owner of Case B.

Vendor 1 had developers in several cities in two different countries. Some of them never visited the customer physically, yet they still fit in the project group
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and were considered as good partners as those who were met face to face. Slack and Zoom were found to be sufficient tools to handle day-to-day communication. This is a method of work that was not emphasized in the early XP visions [13], yet it is common and effective nowadays [26].

Although almost all key customer persons had at least some experience in working in software development project, there were still some problems with communication, especially in Case B, where key persons had the least of experience.

"Customer always responded, but sometimes we only got a fragment of what we needed and after that piece by piece. In this sense we build the software from hand to mouth." - chief architect of Vendor 2.

The product owner of Case B mentions how it was felt straight from the beginning that resources were not enough.

"We should have had more resources internally in this project" - product owner of Case B.

It was not a problem that vendor would be the bottleneck, but the customer who could not respond in time or get all the necessary information. The product owner of Case B also mentioned how the delivery manager was scheduling optimist and that ended up the whole project to miss the deadline. Thus there was a mismatch in communication that resulted in missed deadlines and wrong documents in correct date and vice versa.

With Case C the communication was not that intensive with vendor and the customer and there were days when no messages were delivered. Still the Vendor 2 considered it supportive when the project communication was successful and helped when the customer and the vendor did not see eye to eye.

The overall view was that in the beginning of the projects face to face meetings were more common, but when people started to know each other and the broad lines were set, the actual work started the need for physical meetings decreased but online communication – both textual and with voice – was fortified and it was considered working well.

4.4 Transparency of the project work

With one week sprints Vendor 1 was able to communicate the project progression weekly and customer was using Jira tool from day one, so that the project was all the time under an expressive supervision of the product owners of Case A and Case B. There was also a need for transparency towards steering groups and end users, but the lack of time prevented that.

"There simply was not enough time to communicate all the things in the project group not even mentioning the need to communicate with end users." - product owner of Case A

With Case C the customer was not that intensively included in the daily work, but rather to test features when they were announced. Sometimes some features were presented even if they were not required and the customer was not sure if they were the ones they needed. Still the overall feeling within the
vendor was that everything went smoothly whereas the customer was not even sure whether the whole project was worthwhile in the end.

"It was nice to see how the customer liked to work in this project" - project manager of Vendor 2 (Case C).

"Was it even really necessary to buy this from outside? We could have made this internally." - product owner B of Case C

It seemed that the transparency required intensive collaboration that also required resources from the customer side so that it cannot be described only to have good parts. If resources are not a problem on the customer side, a deep communication can improve the transparency.

4.5 Budget and schedule

Finally, all projects are subject to some restrictions and objectives, usually defined by time, money, resources or quality to assess the success rate of the project. Although the customer and the vendor were in intense communication all the time, all the cases missed their budget and/or schedule in some way. This was especially bad with the Case B as it meant that the content needed to be updated simultaneously in old systems and in the production environment of the new system where the new guidelines of content production were set. Finally the product was released more than a month late and with beta-status. It was already decided in the beginning of the project that the first release was nothing but final, but the lack of features was still overwhelming.

There was also an enormous pressure to get the Case A done in time as the deadline was strict and could not be missed. There had already been delays for weeks in the previous beta and soft launches, which lead to reducing features from the release. These features were then implemented after the release and that was also considered as a burden as customer’s representatives were eager to move on with other tasks in hand.

With Case C everything else went smoothly but the authentication with the organization wide method was not easy to integrate to WordPress and that lead to missing the final deadline. The project had also a problem with the key developer’s sick leave as there was no replacement available.

"We had quite good resources for this project and could keep the deadlines. Although the injured developer had negative effect to meet the final deadline.” - project manager of Vendor 2 (Case C).

"I think the only problem with the schedule was a sick leave and a little lightweight know-how, that caused delays” - product owner B of Case C.

The Case C utilized fixed price model and managed to get all done within the budget although they did not managed to do it in time they had set internally, thus they used their own resources to get everything done.

"Fixed price and agile project – is it even possible? I think it is” - project manager of Vendor 2 (Case C).

With Case B there were negotiations after it was realized that the budget was not enough and with Case A fixed pricing was not even tried. This underlines how fixed price and agile project are challenging to combine.
4.6 Conclusion of the findings

It was found how in these three cases agile software development required resources from customer more than they anticipated and product owners were overwhelmed by the workload the project gave them. The one week sprint length in Cases A and B was considered exhausting; yet the vendor had experienced its power.

From the actual tasks testing was considered the most burden. There was much more to test than traditional waterfall acceptance testing.

Cloud environments as the backend for document sharing and collaborative editing was highly praised. As was also online communication tools that were used.

All the projects missed their budget or schedule is some way and it was noted how the customer had too little dedicated resources – i.e. manpower – that was a bottle neck in various occasions and also produced lack of necessary communications.

5 Discussion

In the beginning we set research questions: 1) How do customers consider working in an agile project? 2) What are appropriate communications mechanisms and how effective are they? and 3) What do participants from software organizations expect from customers in an agile project?

Four key points arose from interview after interview:

– Agile sprints require a lot from the customer; customer has to provide information on a short notice and live with the schedules and workloads even if they are incompatible with their own organization.
– Communication through modern asynchronous online tools works as well as face to face; direct communications between the client and developer are not considered overtly intrusive.
– Close collaboration and trust between the partner organizations can alleviate most of the problems; most of the issues are based on the lack or limited amount of communications between the client and customer organizations.
– Agile project with fixed budget is still a tricky concept; the amount of revisions and redesigns are difficult to estimate beforehand especially with a new client.

Especially Vendor 1 required a lot from the customer. They had experienced how one week sprint length is efficient and they put heavy load of testing responsible to the customer. On one hand this burdens the customer, but on the other hand it guarantees that the customer gets what he wants and no unnecessary work is done when the sprint length is kept short. The problem is that the burden might be too much if the customer is not prepared for the workload. Within this study the customer had experience of agile software work, but the workload was still considered too heavy on many times. If the vendor is working
with the customer with no prior knowledge of software projects there could be a significant risk that the customer rejects the working method and the project fails. We recommend that the agile software vendors communicate the responsibilities beforehand and underline how customer’s participation is crucial for the success of the project.

XP has traditionally emphasized close physical proximity [13], yet these projects embraced online communication tools. Discussions popping up all the time in Slack – questions getting answered, bugs being fixed – illustrated that the tools we have today are sufficient to diminish the need for continuously physically shared spaces. And when textual chatting was not enough Skype and Zoom brought the customer and developers to the same virtual room to discuss the issues at hand. In the beginning of the project physical meetings were held, but when approaching the release online communication had replaced the physical meetings almost entirely. We recommend customers and vendors make a point of creating digital work space for all participants, and apply modern online communication tools whether they would be as sufficient as this study describes.

Although none of these projects were complete successes, there was never real blaming from either side. The customer could always trust that the vendor gets all done even if it would mean being late few months or requiring more work. A deep collaboration and partnership helped all cases to overcome problems that could lead to courthouse. We recommend to begin a software project with partnership in mind so that the problems are tackled together and not by blaming each other.

Monetary issues were not the main research theme, but they arose from the interviews. With Case A it was decided that fixed pricing was not to be used, with Case B fixed pricing somewhat failed and with Case C it was used and the customer was satisfied, but it resulted the vendor doing some development without payment. This emphasises how agile software development and fixed pricing is still a concept that needs a careful thinking whether it is suitable for the project or should some other pricing model be used. We recommend to avoid strict fixed pricing with an agile project method, and to consider for example target price or similar more adjustable pricing.

To summarize the findings in a nutshell: agile project requires more expertise from the customer and flexibility from the budget than traditional plan-driven projects succeed, and the current online communications and collaboration tools enable agile development teams to locate physically all over the globe.

On qualitative studies, the validity issues concentrate on the generalizability and bias aspects of the researchers reflecting their own expectations on the data [25]. In this work, the research data was analyzed and documented by a team of researchers, and the qualitative data was collected from a group of experts representing different viewpoints in the software development project. As for generalizability, the qualitative studies in general cannot be generalized into all-encompassing theories such as in mathematics or physics but in transferability [19], with the study results being treated as areas of interest, or enhancement proposals, when transferred outside the original study ecosystem.
6 Conclusion

In this article, we present our qualitative multi-case study on the customer expectations and the roles in different types of agile processes. The concept was to study the effect the customer has on the software process, and by observing real-life software development projects, understand the benefits and risks of active/non-active customer participation in the development work. Based on our results, the customer participation has a significant impact on the quality assurance activities and to the overall success of the agile project. Additionally, we observed that the customer participation does not require physical presence as documented in some agile practices such as XP, but for meaningful participation it is sufficient that the customer participates for example via shared digital workspace. In fact, we did not find strong indicators of added benefits from the on-site presence by the customer representatives at the development team.

To mitigate the research risks, our team included different software projects, several different viewpoints and experts from both customer and vendor organizations to the study. The results were analyzed and agreed upon by a group of researchers, and the strongest leads based on the qualitative evidence were reported as results. As always, the qualitative studies aim at providing insight into the phenomenon, and cannot be considered as an ultimate, absolute constant but more of points of interest for similar scenarios.

Finally, based on our results it seems that we have a number of attributes which affect the customer role and have impact on the overall project outcome. As a future research, it would be interesting to test these attributes for example with larger quantitative surveys to further validate our observations, or assess how software projects succeed, when the client behavior, responsibilities and representative requirements are specified to ease with the identified problematic process areas.
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